TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2600--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 50

LINE VETO #1

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government STATE OPERATIONS BUDGET”

Bill Page 207, Line 43 through Page 208 Line 2, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION

“For services and expenses of the Marine Science Research Center at the State University of New York at Stony Brook for research on marine disease and pathology, including suballocation to other state departments or agencies ... 500,000 .................. (re. $44,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2600--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 50

LINE VETO #2

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government
STATE OPERATIONS BUDGET”

Bill Page 638, Line 21 through Line 25, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF STATE POLICE

“For services and expenses of the federal internet crimes against children program as funded by the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009. Funds appropriated herein shall be subject to all applicable reporting and accountability requirements contained in such act ... $810,000 .......................................... (re. $44,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2600--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 50

LINE VETO #3

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government

STATE OPERATIONS BUDGET"

Bill Page 640, Line 16 through Line 18, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF STATE POLICE

"For services and expenses related to community oriented policing activities.

Nonpersonal service ... 135,000 ....................... (re. $73,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has been spent for its intended purpose and all contractual obligations have been satisfied. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2600--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 50

LINE VETO #4

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government

STATE OPERATIONS BUDGET”

Bill Page 657, Line 5 through Line 6, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK

“For services and expenses related to the operation of the ATTAIN lab program ... 2,000,000 ............................. (re. $2,000,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2600--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 50

LINE VETO #5

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government

STATE OPERATIONS BUDGET”

Bill Page 685, Line 29 through Line 30, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

“For the grant period October 1, 2004 to September 30, 2005:
Maintenance undistributed ... 1,060,000 ............... (re. $1,060,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2600--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 50

LINE VETO #6

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government
STATE OPERATIONS BUDGET"

Bill Page 685, Line 32 through Line 33, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

"For the grant period October 1, 2002 to September 30, 2003:
Maintenance undistributed ... 1,060,000 ............. (re. $1,060,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2600--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 50

LINE VETO #7

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government
STATE OPERATIONS BUDGET”

Bill Page 690, Line 32 through Line 35, inclusive
NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

“For the expenses of the department of transportation, including liabilities incurred prior to April 1, 1999, relating to the implementation and administration of the heavy duty vehicle emissions inspection program ... .... 998,000 ............... (re. $188,800)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2600--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 50

LINE VETO #8

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government

STATE OPERATIONS BUDGET"

Bill Page 696, Line 33 through Line 34, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

"For payment of expenses related to operation of Stewart and Republic airports ... ... 3,647,000 ......................... (re. $803,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2600--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 50

LINE VETO #9

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government

STATE OPERATIONS BUDGET"

Bill Page 697, Line 11 through Line 14, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

"For grants from federal agencies other than the federal highway administration or the federal transit administration. For the grant period October 1, 2006 to September 30, 2007: Maintenance undistributed ... 400,000 ................. (re. $400,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, was funded by a Federal grant that has expired. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2600--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 50

LINE VETO #10

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government
STATE OPERATIONS BUDGET"

Bill Page 744, Line 18 through Line 25, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

PUBLIC SECURITY AND EMERGENCY RESPONSE

"For payments related to security measures implemented to prevent, deter or respond to acts of domestic terrorism. This amount is appropriated from moneys available in special revenue - federal funds for payments for such purposes and for transfer to all state departments, agencies and public authorities pursuant to a certificate of approval issued by the director of the budget. Such payments shall be disbursed in compliance with all applicable federal statutes and regulations ... 50,000,000 ....... (re. $50,000,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2600--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 50

LINE VETO #11

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government

STATE OPERATIONS BUDGET”

Bill Page 744, Line 35 through Line 42, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

PUBLIC SECURITY AND EMERGENCY RESPONSE

“For payments related to security measures implemented to prevent, deter or respond to acts of domestic terrorism. This amount is appropriated from moneys available in special revenue - federal funds for payments for such purposes and for transfer to all state departments, agencies and public authorities pursuant to a certificate of approval issued by the director of the budget. Such payments shall be disbursed in compliance with all applicable federal statutes and regulations ... 50,000,000 ....... (re. $50,000,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2600--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 50
LINE VETO #12

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government STATE OPERATIONS BUDGET”

Bill Page 745, Line 14 through Line 23, inclusive
NOT APPROVED

PUBLIC SECURITY AND EMERGENCY RESPONSE

“For services and expenses related to the urban area security initiative program to prevent, respond to, and recover from acts of terrorism, for the grant period of October 1, 2003 to September 30, 2004. This amount is appropriated from moneys available in special revenue - federal funds for payments for such purposes and may be transferred to all state departments, agencies and public authorities pursuant to a certificate of approval issued by the director of the budget. Such payments shall be disbursed in compliance with all applicable federal statutes and regulations ......................... 63,957,000 ........................................ (re. $3,285,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2600--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 50

LINE VETO #13

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government

STATE OPERATIONS BUDGET”

Bill Page 746, Line 21 through Line 35, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

PUBLIC SECURITY AND EMERGENCY RESPONSE

“For payments related to security measures implemented to prevent, deter or respond to acts of domestic terrorism, including statewide airport security measures and the operations of the office of public security. This amount is appropriated from moneys available in special revenue – federal funds for payments for such purposes and for transfer to all state departments, agencies and public authorities pursuant to a certificate of approval issued by the director of the budget. Such payments shall be disbursed in compliance with all applicable federal statutes and regulations. The director of the budget, in consultation with the state emergency management office and the director of the office of public security, shall periodically submit reports to the chairman of the senate finance committee and the chairman of the assembly ways and means committee as to the amounts and purposes for which these funds have been allocated...

52,300,000 ............................................. (re. $2,169,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2600--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 50

LINE VETO #14

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government
STATE OPERATIONS BUDGET"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2600--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 50

LINE VETO #15

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government STATE OPERATIONS BUDGET"

Bill Page 747, Line 10 through Line 28, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

PUBLIC SECURITY AND EMERGENCY RESPONSE

"For payments related to security measures implemented to prevent, deter or respond to acts of domestic terrorism, including statewide airport security measures and the operations of the office of public security. This amount is appropriated from moneys available in special revenue - federal funds for payments for such purposes and for transfer to all state departments, agencies and public authorities pursuant to a certificate of approval issued by the director of the budget. Such payments shall be disbursed in compliance with all applicable federal statutes and regulations. Where the State has discretion with respect to allocation of funds, and where the funds are not related to immediate security needs, then such funds will be allocated pursuant to a plan submitted by the executive and approved by the temporary president of the senate and the speaker of the assembly. The director of the budget, in consultation with the state emergency management office and the director of the office of public security, shall periodically submit reports to the chairman of the senate finance committee and the chairman of the assembly ways and means committee as to the amounts and purposes for which these funds have been allocated ... 50,000,000 ............... (re. $11,395,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #16

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government

AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET”

Bill Page 18, Line 50, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

OFFICE FOR THE AGING

“Medicare Rights Center ... 793,000 .................... (re. $595,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #17

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 18, Line 51, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

OFFICE FOR THE AGING

"New York Legal Assistance Group ... 111,000 ............ (re. $29,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #18

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government

AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 18, Line 52, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

OFFICE FOR THE AGING

"Empire Justice Center ... 155,000 ......................... (re. $80,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53
LINE VETO #19

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 19, Line 1, inclusive
NOT APPROVED

OFFICE FOR THE AGING

"Community Service Society ... 132,000 ................ (re. $132,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53
LINE VETO #20

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 20, Line 23, inclusive
NOT APPROVED
OFFICE FOR THE AGING

"Legal Aid Society of New York ... 111,000 .............. (re. $30,800)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #21

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 20, Line 24, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

OFFICE FOR THE AGING

"Selfhelp Community Services, Inc. ... 111,000 ........... (re. $5,300)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has been spent for its intended purpose and all contractual obligations have been satisfied. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #22

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 28, Line 42, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND MARKETS

"New York state apple growers association ... 206,000 .. (re. $206,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #23

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 29, Line 28 through Line 29, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND MARKETS

"New York federation of growers and processors agribusiness child development program ... 6,521,000 .................. (re. $2,564,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #24

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 29, Line 30 through Line 32, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND MARKETS

"New York state veterinary diagnostic laboratory at Cornell university animal health surveillance and control program .................... 3,750,000 ......................................... (re. $3,750,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #25

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 29, Line 33 through Line 35, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND MARKETS

"New York state veterinary diagnostic laboratory at Cornell university quality milk production services program ......................... 1,174,000 ............................... (re. $1,174,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #26

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 29, Line 36 through Line 38, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND MARKETS

"New York state veterinary diagnostic laboratory at Cornell university
New York state cattle health assurance program .................... 360,000 ............................................. (re. $360,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #27

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 29, Line 39 through Line 40, inclusive

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND MARKETS

"New York state veterinary diagnostic laboratory at Cornell university Johnes disease program ... 480,000 ................. (re. $480,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #28

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government
AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 29, Line 43 through Line 44, inclusive
NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND MARKETS

"New York state veterinary diagnostic laboratory at Cornell university
Avian disease program ... 252,000 ................... (re. $252,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #29

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 30, Line 1 through Line 2, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND MARKETS

"Cornell university golden nematode program ...................... 62,000 .................................................. (re. $62,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has been spent for its intended purpose and all contractual obligations have been satisfied. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #30

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 30, Line 3 through Line 4, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND MARKETS

"Cornell university future farmers of America .....................
192,000 ............................................. (re. $192,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #31

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 30, Line 9, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND MARKETS

"New York wine and grape foundation ... 713,000. ........ (re. $416,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #32

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 30, Line 13 through Line 14, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND MARKETS

"Cornell University Rabies Control Program - Long Island ............
100,000 ............................................................ (re. $100,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #33

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 30, Line 23 through Line 25, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND MARKETS

"For reimbursement for the promotion of agriculture and domestic arts in accordance with article 24 of the agriculture and markets law ... 340,000 ............................................. (re. $340,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #34

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 30, Line 26 through Line 27, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND MARKETS

"Maple producers association for programs to promote maple syrup ...... 100,000 .......................... (re. $100,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #35

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 30, Line 36 through Line 37, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND MARKETS

"Cornell university future farmers of America ....................
192,000 .................................................. (re. $120,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #36

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government
AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 30, Line 40 through Line 41, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND MARKETS

"Cornell university association of agricultural educators ............
66,000 .................................................... (re. $25,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #37

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government
AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET”

Bill Page 31, Line 12 through Line 13, inclusive
NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND MARKETS

“Center for dairy excellence administered by the New York farm viability institute ... 200,000 ......................... (re. $175,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #38

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 31, Line 14 through Line 16, inclusive
NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND MARKETS

"For additional services and expenses of the center for dairy excellence administered by the New York farm viability institute ....... 176,000 .............................................. (re. $22,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #39

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 31, Line 31 through Line 32, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND MARKETS

"Cornell university agriculture in the classroom ..................
112,000 .............................................. (re. $17,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #40

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 31, Line 39 through Line 40, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND MARKETS

"Cornell university phytophthora research program .................... 44,000 ............................................... (re. $25,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has been spent for its intended purpose and all contractual obligations have been satisfied. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #41

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government

AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 31, Line 45 through Line 48, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND MARKETS

"For services and expenses of apiary inspection. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the director of the budget is hereby authorized to transfer up to $392,000 of this appropriation to state operations ... 392,000 ........................ (re. $148,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #42

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government
AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 33, Line 34 through Line 38, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND MARKETS

“For services and expenses of the plum pox virus eradication and indemnity program. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the director of the budget is hereby authorized to transfer up to $500,000 of this appropriation to state operations .......................... $500,000 .............................................. (re. $76,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #43

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government
AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 57, Line 3 through Line 11, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS AND COMMUNITY SUPERVISION

“For services and expenses related to the operation of a not for profit consortia or county re-entry task forces that will assist parolees in obtaining substance abuse treatment, housing, and employment pursuant to a plan prepared by the executive director of the division of parole and the commissioner of the office of alcoholism and substance abuse services to be approved by the director of criminal justice and the director of the budget. These funds may be transferred to any other state agency for implementing such plan ........ 3,000,000 ................................. (re. $3,000,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603—E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #44

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 72, Line 16 through Line 25, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES

"For grants to counties for district attorney salaries. Notwithstanding the provisions of subdivisions 10 and 11 of section 700 of the county law or any other law to the contrary, for state fiscal year 2012-13 the state reimbursement to counties for district attorney salaries shall be equal to the amount received by a county for such purpose in 2011-12 and forty percent of the difference between the minimum salary for a full-time district attorney established pursuant to section 183-a of the judiciary law prior to April 1, 2012, and the minimum salary on or after April 1, 2012 .......................... 2,812,000 ......................................... (re. $2,812,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #45

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 75, Line 44 through Page 76 Line 2, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES

"For grants to counties for district attorney salaries. Notwithstanding the provisions of subdivisions 10 and 11 of section 700 of the county law or any other law to the contrary, for state fiscal year 2011-12 the liability of the state and the amount to be distributed or otherwise expended by the state pursuant to subdivisions 10 and 11 of section 700 of the county law shall be limited to the amount appropriated herein and shall be determined by first calculating the amount of the expenditure or other liability pursuant to such law, and then reducing the amount so calculated proportionately ........ 2,282,000 ............................... (re. $634,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #46

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government
AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET”

Bill Page 76, Line 3 through Line 4, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES

“Payment of state aid for expenses of the special narcotics prosecutor ...
... 825,000 .................................................. (re. $380,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #47

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET”

Bill Page 77, Line 49 through Page 78 Line 6, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES

“For payment of state aid for expenses of crime laboratories for accreditation, training, capacity enhancement and lab related services to maintain the quality and reliability of forensic services to criminal justice agencies, distributed through a competitive process, which includes an evaluation of the effectiveness of such process. Some of these funds herein appropriated may be transferred to state operations and may be suballocated to other state agencies ... 7,207,000 ......................... (re. $955,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #48

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET”

Bill Page 78, Line 19 through Line 21, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES

“For defense services to be distributed in the same manner as the prior year or through a competitive process .............................. 5,981,000 ......................................... (re. $5,855,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #49

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 79, Line 7 through Line 14, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES

"For payment of state aid for expenses of crime laboratories for accreditation, training, capacity enhancement and lab related services to maintain the quality and reliability of forensic services to criminal justice agencies, distributed through a competitive process, which includes an evaluation of the effectiveness of such process. Some of these funds herein appropriated may be transferred to state operations and may be suballocated to other state agencies ... 8,008,000 ....................... (re. $759,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #50

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 79, Line 15 through Line 25, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES

"For reimbursement of the services and expenses of municipal corporations, public authorities, the division of state police, authorized police departments of state public authorities or regional state park commissions for the purchase of ballistic soft body armor vests, such sum shall be payable on the audit and warrant of the state comptroller on vouchers certified by the commissioner of the division of criminal justice services and the chief administrative officer of the municipal corporation, public authority, or state entity making requisition and purchase of such vests. A portion of these funds may be transferred to state operations and may be suballocated to other state agencies ... 619,000 ........ (re. $610,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603—E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #51

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 80, Line 8 through Line 13, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES

“For defense services to be distributed in the same manner as the prior year or through a competitive process, provided, however, that the amount of this appropriation available for expenditure and disbursement on and after September 1, 2008 shall be reduced by six percent of the amount that was undisbursed as of August 15, 2008 ...........

7,521,000 ............................................ (re. $65,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #52

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET”

Bill Page 80, Line 25 through Line 39, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES

“For reimbursement of the services and expenses of municipal corporations, public authorities, the division of state police, authorized police departments of state public authorities or regional state park commissions for the purchase of ballistic soft body armor vests, such sum shall be payable on the audit and warrant of the state comptroller on vouchers certified by the commissioner of the division of criminal justice services and the chief administrative officer of the municipal corporation, public authority, or state entity making requisition and purchase of such vests. A portion of these funds may be transferred to state operations and may be suballocated to other state agencies, provided, however, that the amount of this appropriation available for expenditure and disbursement on and after September 1, 2008 shall be reduced by six percent of the amount that was undisbursed as of August 15, 2008 .................. 701,000 .......................... (re. $459,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #53

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 80, Line 40 through Line 49, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES

"For services and expenses of local police departments and district attorney's offices related to an anti-gun trafficking initiative in operation IMPACT localities or counties with the highest percentages of violent crime associated with gun violence, distributed through a competitive process which includes an evaluation of the effectiveness of such process, provided, however, that the amount of this appropriation available for expenditure and disbursement on and after September 1, 2008 shall be reduced by six percent of the amount that was undispursed as of August 15, 2008 ................. 1,960,000 ........................................... (re. $200,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #54

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 81, Line 16 through Line 17, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES

"Homeland Security Consortium at Schenectady County Community College ... 414,000 ................................. (re. $1,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #55

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government
AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 81, Line 22 through Line 23, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES

"Village of Brewster Police Department ............................... 75,000 ................................................ (re. $2,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has been spent for its intended purpose and all contractual obligations have been satisfied. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #56

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 84, Line 12 through Line 14, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES

"For services and expenses related to referral, screening and treatment of offenders for the Willard drug treatment campus .................
369,000 .......................................................... (re. $11,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #57

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET”

Bill Page 84, Line 28 through Line 30, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES

“For services and expenses related to referral, screening and treatment of offenders for the Willard drug treatment campus ................. 434,000 ................................................. (re. $3,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53
LINE VETO #58

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 85, Line 3, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES

"Suffolk county juvenile drug court ... 31,650 ........... (re. $5,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #59

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET”

Bill Page 85, Line 4, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES

“Finger lakes law enforcement program ... 150,000 .......... (re. $2,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #60

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 85, Line 7, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES

"Suffolk County family court ... 10,000 .................. (re. $1,200)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #61

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government

AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET”

Bill Page 85, Line 8 through Line 9, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES

“Criminal Gun Possession Prosecution Program ......................
600,000 .............................................. (re. $30,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #62

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 85, Line 10, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES

"Gun Trigger Lock Pilot Program ... 30,000 ............... (re. $30,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603—E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #63

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 85, Line 12 through Line 13, inclusive
NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES

"Erie County Crime Laboratory - DNA Testing ......................
200,000 .............................................. (re. $13,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #64

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 85, Line 14, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES

"Parents for Meagan's Law ... 23,000 ..................... (re. $3,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #65

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government

AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 85, Line 16 through Line 19, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES

"For services and expenses related to law enforcement services and programs according to an allocation plan developed by the commis-

sioner of the division of criminal justice services and approved by the director of the budget ... 11,419,800 ............ (re. $86,500)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603—E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #66

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 85, Line 20 through Line 22, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES

"For services and expenses:
of local law enforcement technology enhancement ......................
76,100 ................................................ (re. $3,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53
LINE VETO #67

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 85, Line 24, inclusive
NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES

"Indigent Parolee Defense ... 545,000 ................. (re. $545,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #68

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government
AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 88, Line 32 through Line 41, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES

"For services and expenses of programs that provide alternatives to incarceration for eligible individuals and families whose income do not exceed 200 percent of the federal poverty level. Up to $400,000 shall be transferred to state operations appropriations to cover administrative costs including personal service, fringe benefits, indirect costs and nonpersonal service, provided, however, that the amount of this appropriation available for expenditure and disbursement on and after September 1, 2008 shall be reduced by six percent of the amount that was undisbursed as of August 15, 2008 ...........

3,920,000 .............................. (re. $987,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #69

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 91, Line 3 through Line 10, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES

"For payment of state aid to counties and the city of New York for local alternatives to incarceration, pursuant to article 13-A of the executive law. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the total amount for state assistance shall be herein specified and state assistance for every participating county and the city of New York for approved programs shall be available in the same proportion of the appropriation as was received during the preceding fiscal year... 5,599,800 ........................................ (re. $95,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has been spent for its intended purpose and all contractual obligations have been satisfied. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603-E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #70

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET”

Bill Page 98, Line 25 through Line 28, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES

“For expenses of drug, violence and crime control and prevention programs, distributed through a competitive process. For the grant period October 1, 2006 to September 30, 2007 .......... 2,800,000 ........................................... (re. $115,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #71

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 98, Line 36, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES

"Town of Hamburg ......................... 19,900"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, was funded by a Federal grant that has expired. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #72

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 98, Line 37, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES

"Livingston County Youth Court ................. 65,000"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, was funded by a Federal grant that has expired. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #73

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 98, Line 38, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES

"Columbia County Sheriff’s Department .......... 50,000"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, was funded by a Federal grant that has expired. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #74

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 98, Line 39, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES

"Rensselaer County Sheriff's Department ........... 50,000"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, was funded by a Federal grant that has expired. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #75

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government
AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 98, Line 40, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES

"Saratoga County District Attorney's Office ....... 50,000"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, was funded by a Federal grant that has expired. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #76

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 98, Line 41, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES

"Queens County District Attorney's Office .......... 50,000"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, was funded by a Federal grant that has expired. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #77

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government
AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 98, Line 42, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES

"Victims Information Bureau of Suffolk ........... 10,000"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, was funded by a Federal grant that has expired. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #78

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 98, Line 43, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES

"BiasHelp Incorporated ......................... 25,000"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, was funded by a Federal grant that has expired. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #79

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 98, Line 44, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES

"Boys and Girls Club of Geneva Incorporated ..... 135,800"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, was funded by a Federal grant that has expired. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53
LINE VETO #80

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government
AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 99, Line 11 through Line 18, inclusive
NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES

"For services and expenses of drug, violence, and crime control and prevention programs pursuant to an expenditure plan developed by the commissioner of the division of criminal justice services and approved by the director of the budget. Funds appropriated herein may be used to support grants to local governments, program administration, and be suballocated to other state agencies. For the grant period October 1, 2004 to September 30, 2005 ............
9,450,000 ........................................ (re. $1,900,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #81

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 116, Line 5 through Line 7, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES

"For suballocation to the higher education services corporation for the district attorney loan forgiveness program, pursuant to chapter 56 of the laws of 2007 ... 1,500,000 ................. (re. $1,500,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #82

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government
AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 116, Line 27 through Line 28, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES

"Metropolitan Coordinating Council on Jewish Poverty - Project New Leaf ...
... 76,000 ........................................... (re. $76,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV
and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which
I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E,
entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #83

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government
AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 116, Line 31 through Line 36, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES

"For services, expenses or reimbursement of expenses incurred by local
government agencies and/or not-for-profit providers or their employ-
ees providing civil or criminal legal services; provided, however,
no funds shall be allocated from this amount until a memorandum of
understanding is agreed to by the governor and the majority leader
of the senate ... 3,000,000 ....................... (re. $1,600,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has
been spent for its intended purpose and all contractual obligations have been
satisfied. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #84

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government
AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET”

Bill Page 116, Line 37 through Line 42, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES

“For services, expenses or reimbursement of expenses incurred by local government agencies and/or not-for-profit providers or their employees providing civil or criminal legal services; provided, however, no funds shall be allocated from this amount until a memorandum of understanding is agreed to by the governor and the speaker of the assembly ... 3,000,000 .................... (re. $1,500,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #85

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 117, Line 6 through Line 9, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES

"For services, expenses or reimbursement of expenses incurred by local government agencies and/or not-for-profit providers or their employees providing civil or criminal legal services .................... 6,000,000 ........................................ (re. $6,000,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #86

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 117, Line 24 through Line 27, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES

"For services and expenses associated with local anti-auto theft programs, in accordance with section 89-d of the state finance law, distributed through a competitive process .........................
3,749,000 ................................. (re. $1,472,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #87

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET”

Bill Page 141, Line 32 through Line 37, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

“Syracuse university sensing, analyzing, interpreting and deciding center - SAID. No funds shall be expended from this appropriation until the director of the budget has approved a spending plan submitted by the foundation for science, technology and innovation in such detail as the director of the budget may require .......... 320,000 ...................................................... (re. $260,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #88

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 142, Line 18 through Line 31, inclusive

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

"For services and expenses related to the following: centers for advanced technology, for matching grants to designated centers for advanced technology, pursuant to subdivision 3 of section 3102-b of the public authorities law. Notwithstanding any provision of law to the contrary, funds may also be used for initiatives related to the operation and development of the centers of excellence or other high technology centers. No funds shall be expended from this appropriation until the director of the budget has approved a spending plan submitted by the foundation for science, technology and innovation in such detail as the director of the budget may require, provided, however, that the amount of this appropriation available for expenditure and disbursement on and after September 1, 2008 shall be reduced by six percent of the amount that was undisbursed as of August 15, 2008 ... 15,000,000 ....................... (re. $3,100)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #89

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 217, Line 14 through Line 19, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

“Aid to public libraries including aid to New York public library (NYPL) and NYPL’s science industry and business library. Provided that, notwithstanding any provision of law, rule or regulation to the contrary, such aid, and the state’s liability therefor, shall represent fulfillment of the state’s obligation for this program ... 76,012,000 ........................................ (re. $5,000,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53
LINE VETO #90

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 217, Line 20 through Line 21, inclusive
NOT APPROVED

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

"For additional aid to public libraries ....................... 3,000,000 ........................................ (re. $3,000,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53
LINE VETO #91

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government
AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET”

Bill Page 217, Line 22 through Line 25, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

“Aid to educational television and radio. Notwithstanding any provision of law, rule or regulation to the contrary, the amount appropriated herein shall represent fulfillment of the state's obligation for this program ... 13,502,000 ..................... (re. $1,401,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53
LINE VETO #92

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 217, Line 26 through Line 27, inclusive
NOT APPROVED

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

"For additional aid to educational television and radio ............
500,000 ............................................. (re. $500,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603—E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53
LINE VETO #93

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 217, Line 29 through Line 34, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

"Aid to public libraries including aid to New York public library (NYPL) and NYPL’s science industry and business library. Provided that, notwithstanding any provision of law, rule or regulation to the contrary, such aid, and the state’s liability therefor, shall represent fulfillment of the state’s obligation for this program ... $4,458,000 .................................................. (re: $2,000,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603—E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #94

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government

AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 218, Line 41 through Line 44, inclusive

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

"Aid for documentary heritage grants and aid to eligible archives, libraries, historical societies, museums, and to certain organizations including the state education department that provide services to such programs ... 461,000 ....................... (re. $327,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #95

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 220, Line 22 through Line 23, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

"For teacher opportunity corps program awards .........................
671,000 ................................................................. (re. $197,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603—E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #96

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET”

Bill Page 230, Line 7 through Line 11, inclusive

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

“For services and expenses associated with the math and science high schools for the 2011-12 school year in the amount of $1,382,000, provided that such funds shall be allocated equally among those entities that received program funding for the 2007-08 school year

... 1,382,000 .................................... (re. $1,382,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #97

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government

AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET”

Bill Page 243, Line 23 through Line 24, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

“For services and expenses of Transferring Success .................... 314,900 .............................................. (re. $50,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #98

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 243, Line 25 through Line 26, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

"For services and expenses of Tech Valley High School ............... 300,000 .............................................. (re. $1,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has been spent for its intended purpose and all contractual obligations have been satisfied. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53
LINE VETO #99

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government
AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET”

Bill Page 243, Line 30 through Line 31, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

“For additional services and expenses of the New York State Center for Rural Schools at Cornell University ... 175,000 ..... (re. $135,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #100

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 246, Line 34 through Line 44, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

"For grants in aid to school districts, libraries, not for profits and educational institutions, notwithstanding any provision of law this appropriation shall be allocated only pursuant to a plan setting forth an itemized list of grantees with the amount to be received by each, or the methodology for allocating such appropriation. Such plan shall be subject to the approval of the temporary president of the senate and the director of the budget and thereafter shall be included in a resolution calling for the expenditure of such monies, which resolution must be approved by a majority vote of all members elected to the senate upon a roll call vote ...................... 250,000 ...................................... (re. $250,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, improperly attempts to reappropriate an item of spending that was not appropriated because it was previously vetoed. Accordingly, this item is not a valid reappropriation and is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603—E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #101

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government
AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 385, Line 12 through Line 24, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

OFFICE OF CHILDREN AND FAMILY SERVICES

“For services and expenses of kinship care programs. Such funds are available pursuant to a plan prepared by the office of children and family services and approved by the director of the budget to continue or expand existing programs with existing contractors that are satisfactorily performing as determined by the office of children and family services, to award new contracts to continue programs where the existing contractors are not satisfactorily performing as determined by the office of children and family services and/or award new contracts through a competitive process. Such contracts shall provide for submission of information regarding outcome based measures that demonstrate quality of services provided and program effectiveness to the office in a form and manner and at such times as required by the office ... 338,750 .... (re. $338,750)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #102

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government

AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 393, Line 22 through Line 31, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

OFFICE OF CHILDREN AND FAMILY SERVICES

"For services and expenses of kinship care programs. Such funds are available pursuant to a plan prepared by the office of children and family services and approved by the director of the budget to continue or expand existing programs with existing contractors that are satisfactorily performing as determined by the office of children and family services, to award new contracts to continue programs where the existing contractors are not satisfactorily performing as determined by the office of children and family services and/or award new contracts through a competitive process ...

$36,354 .......................................... (re. $41,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #103

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 404, Line 3 through Line 12, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

OFFICE OF CHILDREN AND FAMILY SERVICES

"Notwithstanding any other provision of law, for services and expenses to initiate program modifications and/or to provide services including, but not limited to, demonstrated effective programs such as evidence-based initiatives for alternatives to detention for persons alleged or determined to be in need of supervision or otherwise at risk of placement in the juvenile justice system, provided, however, that the amount of this appropriation available for expenditure and disbursement on and after September 1, 2008 shall be reduced by six percent of the amount that was undisbursed as of August 15, 2008 ... 7,840,000 ................................. (re. $15,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #104

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 404, Line 29 through Line 34, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

OFFICE OF CHILDREN AND FAMILY SERVICES

"For additional services and expenses to initiate program modifications and/or to expand services including, but not limited to, demonstrated effective programs such as evidence-based initiatives for alternatives to detention for persons alleged or determined to be in need of supervision, or otherwise at risk of placement in the juvenile justice system ... 752,000 ..................... (re. $752,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #105

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government

AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 412, Line 41 through Page 413 Line 2, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

OFFICE OF CHILDREN AND FAMILY SERVICES

"For additional eligible services and expenses of improving the quality of child welfare services that shall include training to mandated reporters regarding the proper identification of and response to signs of child abuse and neglect, and public information programs and services that advance a zero tolerance campaign of child abuse and neglect, provided, however, that the amount of this appropriation available for expenditure and disbursement on and after September 1, 2008 shall be reduced by six percent of the amount that was undisbursed as of August 15, 2008 .............................. 2,000,000 ........................................... (re. $392,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #106

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 414, Line 24 through Line 27, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

OFFICE OF CHILDREN AND FAMILY SERVICES

"For services and expenses of certain child fatality review teams approved by the office of children and family services for the purposes of investigating and/or reviewing the death of children ... 300,000 ........................................ (re. $300,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #107

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government

AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 415, Line 5 through Line 7, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

OFFICE OF CHILDREN AND FAMILY SERVICES

"For services and expenses related to reducing office of children and family services institutional placements .........................
1,500,000 .................................................. (re. $89,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV
and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which
I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E,
entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #108

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government
AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 415, Line 32 through Line 33, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

OFFICE OF CHILDREN AND FAMILY SERVICES

“For services and expenses related to the homeless veterans outreach
and supportive services program … ….. 71,715 … (re. $19,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a
reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been
disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is
more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is
disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53
LINE VETO #109

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government
AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 415, Line 35 through Line 43, inclusive
NOT APPROVED

OFFICE OF CHILDREN AND FAMILY SERVICES

"For services and expenses related to the settlement house program, notwithstanding any inconsistent provision of law to the contrary, $700,000 shall be available for distribution in the same amounts provided for in 1999-2000 for the statewide settlement house program to provide a comprehensive range of services to residents of neighborhoods they serve pursuant to article 10-B of the social services law. Of the amount appropriated, $1,310,000 shall be available pursuant to the following sub-schedule ...

1,310,000 ............................................ (re. $86,000)

2,010,000 ............................................ (re. $86,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #110

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 416, Line 26 through Line 30, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

OFFICE OF CHILDREN AND FAMILY SERVICES

"For services and expenses of the youth enterprise program, provided, however, that the amount of this appropriation available for expenditure and disbursement on and after September 1, 2008 shall be reduced by six percent of the amount that was undisbursed as of August 15, 2008 ... 1,000,000 ....................... (re. $940,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #111

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government

AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 416, Line 33 through Line 37, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

OFFICE OF CHILDREN AND FAMILY SERVICES

"For services and expenses of the youth enterprise program, provided, however, that the amount of this appropriation available for expenditure and disbursement on and after September 1, 2008 shall be reduced by six percent of the amount that was undisbursed as of August 15, 2008 ... 1,000,000 ....................... (re. $940,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #112

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 416, Line 38 through Line 39, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

OFFICE OF CHILDREN AND FAMILY SERVICES

"For supportive services and programs through Catholic Charities ...... 10,000 ............................................... (re. $10,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53
LINE VETO #113

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 416, Line 42 through Line 46, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

OFFICE OF CHILDREN AND FAMILY SERVICES

"For services and expenses of the youth enterprise program, provided, however, that the amount of this appropriation available for expenditure and disbursement on and after September 1, 2008 shall be reduced by six percent of the amount that was undisbursed as of August 15, 2008 ... 1,000,000 ....................... (re. $940,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #114

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 417, Line 3 through Line 4, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

OFFICE OF CHILDREN AND FAMILY SERVICES

"For services and expenses related to the family preservation centers program ... 10,000,000 .............................. (re. $366,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #115

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government

AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET”

Bill Page 471, Line 31 through Line 34, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

OFFICE OF TEMPORARY AND DISABILITY ASSISTANCE

“For additional services and expenses of a program, pursuant to section 35 of the social services law, providing legal representation of individuals whose federal disability benefits have been denied or may be discontinued ... 250,000 ...................... (re. $37,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #116

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET”

Bill Page 472, Line 10 through Line 19, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

OFFICE OF TEMPORARY AND DISABILITY ASSISTANCE

“For services and expenses incurred by local social services districts in relation to the administrative cap waiver requests submitted to the office of temporary and disability assistance for exempt area plans submitted for calendar years through 2003. Such payments shall be made until March 31, 2017 at which time this appropriation will be used for services and expenses incurred by local social services districts in relation to the adult shelter cap. Such payments shall be made until March 31, 2042 at which time both the administrative cap waiver and adult shelter cap liabilities will be deemed fully reimbursed ... 2,000,000 ....................... (re. $2,000,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #117

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government
AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 497, Line 5 through Line 9, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

OFFICE OF TEMPORARY AND DISABILITY ASSISTANCE

"For the services of Centro of Oneida for the implementation of programs, or the provision of additional transportation services to such eligible individuals and families, for the purpose of transportation to and from employment or other allowable work activities ... 25,000 ........................................... (re. $25,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #118

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 515, Line 50 through Page 516 Line 3, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

OFFICE OF TEMPORARY AND DISABILITY ASSISTANCE

"For the services of the Rochester-Genesee Regional Transportation Authority for the provision of transportation services to eligible individuals and families, for the purpose of transportation to and from employment or other allowable work activities .................. 403,000 ............................................. (re. $403,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #119

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government
AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 528, Line 4 through Line 13, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

OFFICE OF TEMPORARY AND DISABILITY ASSISTANCE

"For services and expenses for supportive housing for chronically homeless families, or families at serious risk of becoming chronically homeless, in which the head of the household suffers from a substance abuse disorder, a disabling medical condition or HIV/AIDS provided under the joint project between the state and the city of New York, known as the New York New York III supportive housing agreement. The amount appropriated herein may be made available to the office of alcoholism and substance abuse services or other state agencies through transfer or suballocation ...........................................(re. $1,875,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #120

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 623, Line 5 through Line 9, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

"For services and expenses of the osteoporosis prevention and education program. The commissioner of health, pursuant to a plan subject to the approval of the director of the budget, may transfer funds to the state operations budget of Helen Hayes hospital for this program ... 32,500 ........................................... (re. $32,500)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #121

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 628, Line 17 through Line 18, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

“For services and expenses of a childhood cancer awareness program .... 125,000 ............................................. (re. $123,700)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #122

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 628, Line 30 through Line 32, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

"For additional state grants for screenings for the breast cancer detection and education program pursuant to chapter 328 of the laws of 1989 as amended ... 500,000 ...................... (re. $9,700)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #123

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 628, Line 33 through Line 35, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

"For grants to community based programs providing support, educational and outreach services to persons diagnosed with breast cancer ... 500,000 .............................................. (re. $26,700)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #124

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government

AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 628, Line 38 through Line 39, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

“For services and expenses of Lenox Hill Hospital ....................
150,000 ............................................. (re. $150,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #125

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 637, Line 10 through Line 11, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

"For transfer to Roswell park cancer institute corporation ...........
71,600,000 ............................................. (re. $17,900,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #126

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 639, Line 14 through Line 15, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

"For transfer to the pool administrator for distributions related to school based health clinics ... 5,600,000 ............ (re. $789,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #127

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET”

Bill Page 715, Line 31 through Line 38, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

“For additional services and expenses for the enhancing abilities and life experience (EnAble) program for the purpose of providing air conditioning in resident rooms. In distributing such funds, the department shall give priority to those applicants whose residents demonstrate the highest level of need, including but not limited to, those with psychiatric disabilities and the elderly, and consideration to applicants in the greatest financial need of such assistance ... 2,000,000 ............................................ (re. $799,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, will adversely impact the State's capacity to maintain a properly balanced budget. In addition, this item was reappropriated in a different fund from which it has been previously appropriated. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #128

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 715, Line 41 through Line 48, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH

"For additional services and expenses for the enhancing abilities and life experience (EnAbLE) program for the purpose of providing air conditioning in resident rooms. In distributing such funds, the department shall give priority to those applicants whose residents demonstrate the highest level of need, including but not limited to, those with psychiatric disabilities and the elderly, and consideration to applicants in the greatest financial need of such assistance ... 2,000,000 .............................. (re. $451,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, will adversely impact the State's capacity to maintain a properly balanced budget. In addition, this item was reappropriated in a different fund from which it has been previously appropriated. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #129

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 733, Line 3 through Line 4, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF HOMELAND SECURITY AND EMERGENCY SERVICES

"For the grant period October 1, 2004 to September 30, 2005 .......... 5,350,000 ..................................................... (re. $3,500,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #130

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET”

Bill Page 733, Line 5 through Line 6, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF HOMELAND SECURITY AND EMERGENCY SERVICES

“For the grant period October 1, 2005 to September 30, 2006 ...........
5,795,000 ........................................... (re. $3,500,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #131

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 733, Line 39 through Line 41, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF HOMELAND SECURITY AND EMERGENCY SERVICES

"For services and expenses, including prior year liabilities, of the emergency services revolving loan account pursuant to section 97–pp of the state finance law ... 3,787,700 ............. (re. $700,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #132

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET”

Bill Page 734, Line 28 through Line 37, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF HOMELAND SECURITY AND EMERGENCY SERVICES

“For expenses of local wireless public safety answering points associated with eligible wireless 911 service costs, including but not limited to financing and acquisition costs. Notwithstanding any other provision of law to the contrary, for state fiscal year 2010-2011 the liability of the state and the amount to be distributed or otherwise expended by the state pursuant to section 186-f of the tax law shall be determined by first calculating the amount of the expenditure or other liability pursuant to such law, and then reducing the amount so calculated by 12.5 percent of such amount ........ 4,650,000 ................................. (re. $4,650,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #133

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 735, Line 3 through Line 14, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF HOMELAND SECURITY AND EMERGENCY SERVICES

"For expenses of local wireless public safety answering points associated with eligible wireless 911 service costs, including but not limited to financing and acquisition costs. Notwithstanding any other provision of law to the contrary, for state fiscal year 2009-2010 the liability of the state and the amount to be distributed or otherwise expended by the state on or after November 1, 2009 shall be determined by first calculating the amount of the expenditure or other liability pursuant to such law, and then reducing the amount so calculated by 12.5 percent of such amount, and that the amount of this appropriation available for disbursement on or after November 1, 2009 shall be reduced by 12.5 percent of the amount that is undisbursed as of such date ... 4,900,000 ........... (re. $4,900,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #134

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET”

Bill Page 735, Line 27 through Line 37, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF HOMELAND SECURITY AND EMERGENCY SERVICES

“Notwithstanding the provisions of any other law to the contrary, for state fiscal year 2008-2009 the liability of the state and the amount to be distributed or otherwise expended by the state pursuant to section 186-f of the tax law shall be determined by first calculating the amount of the expenditure or other liability pursuant to such law, and then reducing the amount so calculated by two percent of such amount.

For expenses of local wireless public safety answering points associated with eligible wireless 911 service costs, including but not limited to financing and acquisition costs ......................

4,900,000 ............................. (re. $4,900,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #135

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government

AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 735, Line 43 through Line 46, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF HOMELAND SECURITY AND EMERGENCY SERVICES

"For expenses of local wireless public safety answering points associated with eligible wireless 911 service costs, including but not limited to financing and acquisition costs .........................

5,000,000 ........................................ (re. $5,000,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #136

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 736, Line 1 through Line 3, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF HOMELAND SECURITY AND EMERGENCY SERVICES

“For expenses of local wireless public safety answering points associated with eligible wireless 911 service costs ...................... 5,000,000 ................................ (re. $2,996,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #137

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government

AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 736, Line 4 through Line 7, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF HOMELAND SECURITY AND EMERGENCY SERVICES

“For expenses of local wireless public safety answering points associated with eligible wireless 911 service costs, including but not limited to financing and acquisition costs ........................................ 5,000,000 .................................................. (re. $2,996,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #138

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government

AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 736, Line 10 through Line 12, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF HOMELAND SECURITY AND EMERGENCY SERVICES

"For expenses of local wireless public safety answering points associated with eligible wireless 911 service costs .................. 5,000,000 ................................. (re. $4,000,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #139

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 736, Line 13 through Line 16, inclusive
NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF HOMELAND SECURITY AND EMERGENCY SERVICES

"For expenses of local wireless public safety answering points associated with eligible wireless 911 service costs, including but not limited to financing and acquisition costs ......................... 5,000,000 ................................. (re. $3,000,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603—E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #140

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 739, Line 17 through Line 28, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF HOMELAND SECURITY AND EMERGENCY SERVICES

"For services and expenses related to the domestic incident preparedness and state homeland security programs to combat weapons of mass destruction. Funds may be transferred to state operations and to other state agencies federal fund - state operations and aid to localities to support state agency and local expenditures associated with the development of an antiterrorism program. Funds herein appropriated may be transferred or suballocated to state agencies or distributed to localities in accordance with a plan developed by the director of the office of public security and approved by the director of the budget.

For the grant period October 1, 2003 to September 30, 2004 ...........

84,000,000 ........................................... (re. $80,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #141

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government
AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET”

Bill Page 746, Line 12 through Line 18, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF HOUSING AND COMMUNITY RENEWAL

“For carrying out the provisions of article XI of the private housing finance law, in relation to providing assistance to not-for-profit housing companies. No funds shall be expended from this appropriation until the director of the budget has approved a spending plan submitted by the division of housing and community renewal in such detail as the director of the budget may require ..................
10,000,000 ........................................ (re. $9,500,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53
LINE VETO #142

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 749, Line 13 through Line 31, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF HOUSING AND COMMUNITY RENEWAL

"For additional funds for carrying out the provisions of article XVII of the private housing finance law. Funds expended from this appropriation shall be for the purpose of increasing annual contract amounts for not-for-profit corporations, and each not-for-profit corporation that receives a contract amount may spend such money on its operational expenses as it determines most useful to its program based on allowable expenses authorized pursuant to article XVII of the private housing finance law. The commissioner of the division of housing and community renewal shall enter into a contract, in an amount not less than $150,000, with the rural housing coalition to provide technical assistance, training and other services to corporations pursuant to article XVII of the private housing finance law. No funds shall be expended from this appropriation until the director of the budget has approved a spending plan submitted by the division of housing and community renewal; provided, however, that the amount of this appropriation available for expenditure and disbursement on and after November 1, 2009 shall be reduced by 12.5 percent of the amount that was undisbursed as of November 1, 2009 ... 929,000 ......................... (re. $465,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #143

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 749, Line 34 through Line 42, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF HOUSING AND COMMUNITY RENEWAL

"For carrying out the provisions of article XVII of the private housing finance law. No funds shall be expended from this appropriation until the director of the budget has approved a spending plan submitted by the division of housing and community renewal in such detail as the director of the budget may require, provided, however, that the amount of this appropriation available for expenditure and disbursement on and after September 1, 2008 shall be reduced by six percent of the amount that was undisbursed as of August 15, 2008 ... 4,504,000 ................................. (re. $439,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #144

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government
AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET”

Bill Page 755, Line 9 through Line 15, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF HOUSING AND COMMUNITY RENEWAL

“For payment of expenses related to the Clinton preservation program originally undertaken in conjunction with the Times Square redevelopment project, for the purpose of preventing disruptive residential and commercial displacement and to promote the preservation and creation of safe and sanitary housing for low and moderate income individuals and families, as further described below ... ........
2,200,000 ................................................. (re. $3,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #145

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 755, Line 22 through Line 32, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF HOUSING AND COMMUNITY RENEWAL

"For payments to municipal housing authorities for services and expenses, including technical assistance, related to a public housing resident home ownership demonstration program. Funds shall be awarded pursuant to a request for proposals issued by the division of housing and community renewal. No funds shall be made available until a plan which includes a draft request for proposals has been submitted to the chairs of the senate and assembly housing committees and approved by the director of the budget, and provided further that awards made pursuant to a request for proposals shall provide that no services are to be rendered prior to April 1, 1994 ... 200,000 .................................. (re. $200,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #146

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 756, Line 5 through Line 10, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF HOUSING AND COMMUNITY RENEWAL

"For payment of periodic subsidies to municipalities as state assistance for urban renewal projects. No funds shall be expended from this appropriation until the director of the budget has approved a spending plan submitted by the division of housing and community renewal in such detail as the director of the budget may require ... 300,000 ............................................. (re. $300,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53
LINE VETO #147

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 756, Line 12 through Line 17, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF HOUSING AND COMMUNITY RENEWAL

"For payment of periodic subsidies to municipalities as state assistance for urban renewal projects. No funds shall be expended from this appropriation until the director of the budget has approved a spending plan submitted by the division of housing and community renewal in such detail as the director of the budget may require ... 327,000 ............................................... (re. $3,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #148

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET”

Bill Page 772, Line 12 through Line 13, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

“For services and expenses of Hillside Works .........................
100,000 .......................... (re. $100,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603—E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53
LINE VETO #149

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET”

Bill Page 773, Line 45 through Page 774 Line 3, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

“For services and expenses of the Workforce Development Institute AFL-CIO for workforce Training, education and program development Initiatives; provided, however, that the amount of this appropriation available for expenditure and disbursement on and after November 1, 2009 shall be reduced by 12.5 percent of the amount that was undisbursed as of November 1, 2009 ... 4,823,000 .......... (re. $519,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53
LINE VETO #150

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 777, Line 19 through Line 25, inclusive

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

"For the services and expenses of the United Auto Worker (UAW) American Axle and United Auto Worker (UAW) Perry's Ice Cream workforce training, education and program development, provided, however, that the amount of this appropriation available for expenditure and disbursement on and after September 1, 2008 shall be reduced by six percent of the amount that was undisbursed as of August 15, 2008 ...........

1,000,000 ............................................ (re. $60,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #151

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 826, Line 22, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

OFFICE OF MENTAL HEALTH

"Mental Health Projects ... 350,000 ...................... (re. $5,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #152

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government
AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 826, Line 23 through Line 27, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

OFFICE OF MENTAL HEALTH

"For services and expenses associated with a needs based request for proposals initiative assist community recovery providers efforts in critical physical plant improvements, transportation amelioration and/or renovation and rehabilitation enhancements .................. 500,000 ............................................. (re. $500,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #153

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 859, Line 6, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

OFFICE OF PARKS, RECREATION AND HISTORIC PRESERVATION

"Bronx Overall Economic Development Corp. ... 2,500 ...... (re. $2,500)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a new appropriation, but is improperly characterized as a reappropriation. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #154

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 863, Line 5, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

OFFICE OF PARKS, RECREATION AND HISTORIC PRESERVATION

"Bronx Overall Economic Development Corp. ... 2,500 ...... (re. $2,500)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a new appropriation, but is improperly characterized as a reappropriation. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #155

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 879, Line 5 through Line 6, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

COMMISSION ON QUALITY OF CARE AND ADVOCACY FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES

"For services and expenses related to the adult homes advocacy program ... 170,000 ................................................. (re. $51,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #156

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government
AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 903, Line 10, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

"Bronx Overall Economic Development Corp. ... 7,500 ...... (re. $7,500)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a new appropriation, but is improperly characterized as a reappropriation. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #157

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 910, Line 45, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

"Bronx Overall Economic Development Corp. ... 5,000 ...... (re. $5,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a new appropriation, but is improperly characterized as a reappropriation. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #158

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government

AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 943, Line 6 through Line 8, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

"To Rockland county for a trans-Hudson bus service to be provided pursuant to a contract between Rockland county and Metro-North commuter railroad ... 180,500 ....................... (re. $180,500)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #159

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 943, Line 22 through Line 24, inclusive
NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

“For services and expenses: Related to the reconstruction of South Washington St. in East Rochester (State Highway 153) ............. 275,000 ............................................... (re. $275,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #160

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 943, Line 25 through Line 28, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

"For services and expenses related to a feasibility study to locate and design an intermodal (rail-to-truck) facility on Long Island, including but not limited to property located on the site of the former Pilgrim State Hospital ... 500,000 ............ (re. $130,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #161

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 963, Line 32 through Line 37, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

NEW YORK STATE URBAN DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

"For services and expenses consistent with the federal community development financial institutions program (12 U.S.C. 4701 et seq.), up to $1,000,000 shall be used for program activities conducted by community development financial institutions in economically distressed and highly distressed areas ........................................ $1,525,000 .................................................. (re. $1,525,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

**CHAPTER 53**

**LINE VETO #162**

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET”

Bill Page 963, Line 42 through Line 43, inclusive

**NOT APPROVED**

NEW YORK STATE URBAN DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

“For services and expenses of the entrepreneurial assistance program .. 500,000 ............................................. (re. $500,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #163

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government
AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET”

Bill Page 963, Line 47 through Page 964 Line 2, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

NEW YORK STATE URBAN DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

“For additional services and expenses of the entrepreneurial assistance program for all designated centers. Notwithstanding any inconsistent provision of law, the director of the budget shall suballocate the full amount of this appropriation to the department of economic development ... 1,300,000 ......................... (re. $1,300,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #164

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 966, Line 26 through Line 30, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

NEW YORK STATE URBAN DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

"For services and expenses of the empire state economic development fund, provided, however, that the amount of this appropriation available for expenditure and disbursement on and after September 1, 2008 shall be reduced by six percent of the amount that was undisbursed as of August 15, 2008 ... 32,278,000 ....... (re. $8,205,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #165

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government
AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 968, Line 1 through Line 5, inclusive
NOT APPROVED

NEW YORK STATE URBAN DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

“For services and expenses of the entrepreneurial assistance program for all designated centers. Notwithstanding any inconsistent provision of law, the director of the budget shall suballocate the full amount of this appropriation to the department of economic development ... 1,300,000 ......................... (re. $60,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #166

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 968, Line 25 through Page 969 Line 19, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

NEW YORK STATE URBAN DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

"For services and expenses of the following economic development purposes, in accordance with chapter 174 of the laws of 1968. No moneys of the state in the state treasury or any of its funds shall be available for payments pursuant to this appropriation. Funding for the economic development purposes delineated in this appropriation shall be provided from urban development corporation corporate funds or from the proceeds of bonds or notes issued in accordance with section 5 of chapter 174 of the laws of 1968 authorizing the issuance of corporate purpose bonds and notes .................. 75,358,000 ........................................ (re. $75,358,000)

Project Schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROJECT</th>
<th>AMOUNT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For services and expenses of the minority and women-owned business development and lending program ..........</td>
<td>3,473,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For services and expenses of infrastructure and other improvements associated with cooperative state/federal efforts at Rome laboratory on the Griffiss air force base, Plattsburgh, the Seneca army depot and other areas ..................</td>
<td>3,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For services and expenses of the jobs now program .......</td>
<td>32,134,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For services and expenses of the empire state economic development fund ............</td>
<td>32,278,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For services and expenses of the urban and community development program in economically distressed areas .......................</td>
<td>3,473,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For services and expenses of military base retention efforts .......................</td>
<td>1,000,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Total .................... 75,358,000

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #167

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government

AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET”

Bill Page 969, Line 22 through Line 26, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

NEW YORK STATE URBAN DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

“For services and expenses of the jobs now program, provided, however, that the amount of this appropriation available for expenditure and disbursement on and after September 1, 2008 shall be reduced by six percent of the amount that was undisbursed as of August 15, 2008 ... 19,642,000 ................................. (re. $1,830,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53
LINE VETO #168

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 969, Line 28 through Line 29, inclusive
NOT APPROVED

NEW YORK STATE URBAN DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

“For services and expenses of the jobs now program .................. 33,942,000 ........................................ (re. $1,500,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #169

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 969, Line 42 through Line 43, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

NEW YORK STATE URBAN DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

"For services and expenses of the Small Business Capital Access Program ... 1,250,000 ....................................... (re. $100,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 53

LINE VETO #170

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET"

Bill Page 969, Line 44 through Line 45, inclusive
NOT APPROVED

NEW YORK STATE URBAN DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

"For services and expenses of the Technology Transfer Grant Program ... 675,000 .............................................. (re. $67,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2603--E, entitled:

**CHAPTER 53**

**LINE VETO #171**

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government AID TO LOCALITIES BUDGET”

Bill Page 986, Line 6 through Line 9, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

OFFICE OF VICTIM SERVICES

“For services and expenses of the Crime Victims Assistance: sexual assault survivors statewide training program. The funds appropriated hereby shall be suballocated to the division of criminal justice services ... 300,000 .................. (re. $27,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2604--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 54

LINE VETO #172

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government CAPITAL PROJECTS BUDGET”

Bill Page 54, Line 15 through Line 22, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS AND COMMUNITY SUPERVISION

“For the preparation and review of plans, specifications, estimates, studies, plant evaluations, inspections, appraisals and surveys, and legal claims relating to existing or proposed facilities of the department of correctional services, and payment of personal service and nonpersonal service, including fringe benefits, related to the administration and security of capital projects provided by the department of correctional services for new and reappropriated projects (10501150) ... 15,000,000 ............... (re. $14,154,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2604--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 54

LINE VETO #173

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government CAPITAL PROJECTS BUDGET"

Bill Page 101, Line 13 through Line 14, inclusive

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION

"Albany Pine Bush Preserve Commission (09AP10ER) ......................
2,000,000 ............................................. (re. $1,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2604--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 54

LINE VETO #174

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government CAPITAL PROJECTS BUDGET”

Bill Page 103, Line 39 through Line 42, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION

“Notwithstanding any law to the contrary, for Soil and Water Conservation District activities as authorized for reimbursement in section 11-a of the soil and water conservation districts law (09SW09ER) ... 3,000,000 .......................... (re. $1,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has been spent for its intended purpose and all contractual obligations have been satisfied. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2604--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 54

LINE VETO #175

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government
CAPITAL PROJECTS BUDGET”

Bill Page 107, Line 29 through Line 31, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION

“Notwithstanding any law to the contrary, for the Finger Lakes-Lake Ontario Watershed Protection Alliance (09FL08ER) ...................
2,300,000 ............................................. (re. $1,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2604--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 54

LINE VETO #176

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government CAPITAL PROJECTS BUDGET"

Bill Page 147, Line 21 through Line 26, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION

“For services and expenses of projects to receive funding from the open space account, in accordance with a programmatic and financial plan to be approved by the director of the budget, including suballocation to other state departments, agencies, public benefit corporations and public authorities (09E799EA) ......................... 4,575,000 ............................................. (re. $1,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2604--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 54

LINE VETO #177

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government CAPITAL PROJECTS BUDGET"

Bill Page 155, Line 44 through Page 156 Line 2, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION

"For services and expenses including personal service, indirect costs and fringe benefits related to invasive species management activities including suballocations to other state departments and agencies (091S1053) ... 100,000 .......................... (re. $1,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has been spent for its intended purpose and all contractual obligations have been satisfied. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2604--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 54

LINE VETO #178

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government
CAPITAL PROJECTS BUDGET"

Bill Page 156, Line 44 through Line 47, inclusive

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION

"For the stewardship of newly acquired and existing state lands including personal services, fringe benefits and indirect costs, including suballocation to other state departments and agencies (09SW0753) ... 600,000 .................................................. (re. $1,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2604—E, entitled:

CHAPTER 54

LINE VETO #179

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government CAPITAL PROJECTS BUDGET"

Bill Page 159, Line 39 through Line 42, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION

"For the federal share of capital projects undertaken pursuant to this purpose including the acquisition of property including suballocation to other state departments and agencies (09MR02A1) ...........

1,650,000 .................................................. (re. $1,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2604--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 54

LINE VETO #180

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government CAPITAL PROJECTS BUDGET”

Bill Page 180, Line 1 through Line 33, inclusive

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION

For state assistance payments for the state share of the costs of solid waste projects in accordance with the provisions of title 4 of article 56 of the environmental conservation law for project costs, including costs incidental and appurtenant thereto and for payment of reimbursements to the clean water/clean air implementation fund for services and expenses of state departments and agencies, including fringe benefits, hereinafter referred to as "Solid Waste Project Disbursements". The moneys appropriated herein may be suballocated to other state departments and agencies.

Notwithstanding the provisions of any general or special law, the moneys hereby appropriated shall be available for solid waste projects in accordance with title 4 of article 56 of the environmental conservation law upon the issuance of a certificate of approval of availability by the director of the division of the budget.

The state comptroller shall at the commencement of each month certify to the director of the division of the budget, the commissioner of environmental conservation, the chairman of the senate finance committee, and the chairman of the assembly ways and means committee the amounts disbursed from this appropriation for "Solid Waste Project Disbursements" for the month preceding such certification (09BA9756) ... 25,000,000 ......................... (re. $1,000)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROJECT</th>
<th>AMOUNT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fresh Kills landfill closure project</td>
<td>15,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Municipal landfill projects</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Municipal recycling projects</td>
<td>5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>25,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2604--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 54
LINE VETO #181

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government CAPITAL PROJECTS BUDGET”

Bill Page 189, Line 14 through Line 18, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION

“For various new and existing flood protection projects including the state share of federal sponsored flood control projects, and the maintenance of existing flood control projects including personal services and fringe benefits, including suballocation to other state departments and agencies (09FL0863) ... $800,000 ........ (re. $1,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2604--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 54
LINE VETO #182

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government CAPITAL PROJECTS BUDGET"

Bill Page 189, Line 24 through Line 27, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION

"For services and expenses for the state share of costs associated with matching federal funds for a statewide flood plain map modernization program, including suballocation to other state departments and agencies (09FP0763) ... 834,000 ...................... (re. $1,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2604--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 54

LINE VETO #183

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government CAPITAL PROJECTS BUDGET"

Bill Page 195, Line 22 through Line 24, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION

“For payment of a portion of the state's match for federal capitalization grants for the water pollution control revolving fund (09RF0857) ... 29,600,000 ......................... (re. $1,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2604--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 54

LINE VETO #184

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government CAPITAL PROJECTS BUDGET”

Bill Page 195, Line 30 through Line 33, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION

“For services and expenses of certain water quality improvement projects in the same manner as set forth in paragraph (d) of subdivision 1 of section 56-0303 of the environmental conservation law (09LK0757) ... 10,000,000 ......................... (re. $1,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2604--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 54

LINE VETO #185

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government CAPITAL PROJECTS BUDGET”

Bill Page 196, Line 26 through Line 27, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION

“For federal capitalization grants for the water pollution control revolving fund (09SF0857) ... 148,000,000 ............. (re. $1,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2604--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 54

LINE VETO #186

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government CAPITAL PROJECTS BUDGET”

Bill Page 275, Line 11 through Line 14, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF HOUSING AND COMMUNITY RENEWAL

“For allocation as follows: For contract with eligible applicants to provide financial assistance for the actual costs of an access to home program pursuant to article XXV of the private housing finance law (08091107) ... 1,000,000 ...................... (re. $500,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2604--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 54

LINE VETO #187

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government CAPITAL PROJECTS BUDGET”

Bill Page 277, Line 32 through Line 39, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF HOUSING AND COMMUNITY RENEWAL

“For allocation as follows: For deposit in the housing trust fund account created pursuant to section 59-a of the private housing finance law and subject to the provisions of article XVIII of the private housing finance law for the purpose of maximizing the state's utilization of federal low income housing tax credits in conjunction with the issuance of tax exempt bonds used to finance affordable housing construction (080509WF) .......................... 7,000,000 ......................... (re. $7,000,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2604--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 54

LINE VETO #188

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government
CAPITAL PROJECTS BUDGET”

Bill Page 279, Line 25 through Line 35, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF HOUSING AND COMMUNITY RENEWAL

“For allocation as follows: For deposit in the housing trust fund account created pursuant to section 59-a of the private housing finance law for the purposes of carrying out the provisions of article XVIII of the private housing finance law including up to $300,000 to offset housing trust fund corporation costs of administering the low income housing trust fund program established by such article. No funds shall be expended from this appropriation until the director of the budget has approved a financial plan submitted by the housing trust fund corporation on behalf of the housing trust fund program in such detail as required by the director of the budget (08020807) ... 29,000,000 ..................... (re. $16,400,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2604--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 54
LINE VETO #189

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government CAPITAL PROJECTS BUDGET"

Bill Page 280, Line 4 through Line 15, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF HOUSING AND COMMUNITY RENEWAL

"For services and expenses of a housing project repair fund program pursuant to the provisions of section 60 of the private housing finance law. Notwithstanding the provisions of section 60 of the private housing finance law or any other general or special law, the division shall not enter into commitments with housing companies for the correction of construction-related problems in an amount greater than the amount on moneys available for this purpose. All or a portion of the disbursements made pursuant to this appropriation may be repaid from the proceeds of the bonds and notes issued pursuant to the provisions of section 47-e of the private housing finance law, as amended (08A19903) ... 4,500,000 .................. (re. $1,082,000)"

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2604--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 54
LINE VETO #190

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government CAPITAL PROJECTS BUDGET”

Bill Page 280, Line 19 through Line 24, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF HOUSING AND COMMUNITY RENEWAL

“The sum of $6,590,000, or so much thereof as shall be necessary, is hereby authorized to be paid to the New York state housing finance agency for deposit in the housing project repair fund of the New York state housing finance agency pursuant to the provisions of section 60 of the private housing finance law (21A69103) … …… $6,590,000 …. …… (re. $936,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has been spent for its intended purpose and all contractual obligations have been satisfied. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2604--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 54

LINE VETO #191

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government
CAPITAL PROJECTS BUDGET”

Bill Page 281, Line 28 through Line 31, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF HOUSING AND COMMUNITY RENEWAL

“For construction or redevelopment projects, subject to a plan submitted by the commissioner of housing and community renewal, and approved by the director of the budget (08019607) ....................
3,700,000 ......................... (re. $122,000)“

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is a reappropriation that is more than seven years old and no State funding has been disbursed over the most recent seven year period. In general, seven years is more than enough time to fund and implement services. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2604--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 54
LINE VETO #192

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government CAPITAL PROJECTS BUDGET"

Bill Page 360, Line 34 through Line 39, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

DIVISION OF MILITARY AND NAVAL AFFAIRS

“For the cost of studies, site acquisitions, planning, design, construction, reconstruction, renovation, and equipment related to the development of federal military and state organized militia facilities including related departmental administrative costs incurred prior to April 1, 2010 (07NF1007) .......................... 2,000,000 ......................................... (re. $2,000,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, is duplicative of another reappropriation for the same purpose. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2604--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 54

LINE VETO #193

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government
CAPITAL PROJECTS BUDGET”

Bill Page 377, Line 12 through Line 18, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

OFFICE OF PARKS, RECREATION AND HISTORIC PRESERVATION

“For state park engineering services and expenses, including the preparation of plans and designs; specifications and estimates; construction management and supervision; surveys and testing; environmental impact and historic project assessment; and related services for state parks infrastructure fund projects including the payment of contractual services, travel expenses and supplies and fringe benefits charges (490609ES) ... 3,800,000 ...... (ré. $1,000)”

This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2604--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 54

LINE VETO #194

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government CAPITAL PROJECTS BUDGET"

Bill Page 649, Line 36 through Line 40, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

NEW YORK STATE URBAN DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

"The sum of $350,000,000 is hereby appropriated for the New York State Capital Assistance Program, as authorized pursuant to a chapter of the laws of 2008. All or a portion of the funds may be suballocated or transferred to any department, agency or public authority ...

This language, to which I object and do not approve, represents an unconstitutional alteration of a reappropriation contained in the Executive Budget submission because it changes the reappropriation amount by increasing its value. The Governor's disapproval of language on the basis of its unconstitutionality is not subject to override by the Legislature. See Silver v. Pataki, 4 N.Y.3d 75 (2004) (dismissing challenge by Speaker of the State Assembly to the Governor's disapproval of 55 unconstitutional items added by the Legislature to the 1998-99 budget); 1982 N.Y. Op. Att'y General 21 (recognizing that the Governor's disapproval of unconstitutional budget language "is not subject to override by the Legislature"). Even a vote by two-thirds of the members of both Houses of the State Legislature cannot transform unconstitutional budgetary language into a law that may be validly executed by responsible state officials. See City Council of N.Y. v. Bloomberg, 2006 N.Y. LEXIS 149 (2006) (upholding Mayor Bloomberg's refusal to execute invalid legislation enacted into law over his veto by the New York City Council). Therefore, the amount of the increase is vetoed, but the original amount of the item in the Executive Budget resubmission is retained.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2604--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 54

LINE VETO #195

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government CAPITAL PROJECTS BUDGET"

Bill Page 659, Line 12 through Page 660 Line 3, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT - CAPITAL

" For services and expenses of the following purposes, pursuant to a memorandum of understanding to be executed by the governor, the temporary president of the senate and the speaker of the assembly: the Empire Opportunity Fund, as established pursuant to Part T of chapter 84 of the laws of 2002; Rebuilding the Empire State Through Opportunities in Regional Economies (RESTORE) New York, as established pursuant to Part T of chapter 84 of the laws of 2002; and the Community Capital Assistance Program, as established pursuant to Part T of chapter 84 of the laws of 2002, provided that the allocation made available to the governor, as authorized by paragraph one of the memorandum of understanding governing administration of the above named programs, shall be reduced by $6,675,000 to $118,325,000. Notwithstanding any other inconsistent provision of law, none of the funds appropriated hereto, as delineated in the below project schedule, may be interchanged among project purposes. All or a portion of the funds appropriated hereby may be suballocated or transferred to any department, agency, or public authority. Notwithstanding any other inconsistent provision of law, this appropriation may not be disbursed prior to the enactment of an appropriation for the expenditure from the community projects fund and the execution of a memorandum of understanding for the allocation and transfer of funds into various accounts pursuant to section 99-d of 71E404A3 of the state finance law (71E404A3) ................................... 243,325,000 .................... (re. $115,530,000)

Project Schedule

PROJECT AMOUNT
Empire Opportunity Fund ...................... 118,325,000
Community Capital Assistance Program ........ 62,500,000
Rebuilding the Empire State Through Opportuni-
ties in Regional Economies (RESTORE) New
York, and the Community Capital Assistance
Program ..................................... 62,500,000

243,325,000

This language, to which I object and do not approve, represents an unconstitutional alteration of a reappropriation contained in the Executive Budget submission because it changes the reappropriation amount by increasing its value. The Governor's disapproval of language on the basis of its
unconstitutionality is not subject to override by the Legislature. See Silver v. Pataki, 4 N.Y.3d 75 (2004) (dismissing challenge by Speaker of the State Assembly to the Governor's disapproval of 55 unconstitutional items added by the Legislature to the 1998-99 budget); 1982 N.Y. Op. Att'y General 21 (recognizing that the Governor's disapproval of unconstitutional budget language “is not subject to override by the Legislature”). Even a vote by two-thirds of the members of both Houses of the State Legislature cannot transform unconstitutional budgetary language into a law that may be validly executed by responsible state officials. See City Council of N.Y. v. Bloomberg, 2006 N.Y. LEXIS 149 (2006) (upholding Mayor Bloomberg's refusal to execute invalid legislation enacted into law over his veto by the New York City Council). Therefore, the amount of the increase is vetoed, but the original amount of the item in the Executive Budget resubmission is retained.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2604—E,

entitled:

CHAPTER 54

LINE VETO #196

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government
CAPITAL PROJECTS BUDGET”

Bill Page 661, Line 4 through Page 662 Line 5, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT - CAPITAL

" For services and expenses of the following purposes, pursuant to a memorandum of understanding to be executed by the governor, the temporary president of the senate and the speaker of the assembly; Centers of Excellence, as established pursuant to chapter 84 of the laws of 2002; the Empire Opportunity Fund, as established pursuant to chapter 84 of the laws of 2002; Gen*NY*sis, as established pursuant to chapter 84 of the laws of 2002; Rebuilding the Empire State Through Opportunities in Regional Economies (RESTORE) New York, as established pursuant to chapter 84 of the laws of 2002; for transportation capital projects in accordance with the provisions of subdivisions 3 and 4 of section 14-k of the transportation law, and sections 89-b and 89-c of the state finance law; and the Community Capital Assistance Program, as established pursuant to chapter 84 of the laws of 2002. No moneys of the state in the state treasury or any of its funds shall be available for payments pursuant to this appropriation. Funding for the purposes delineated in this appropriation shall be provided from the proceeds of bonds or notes issued pursuant to chapter 84 of the laws of 2002. Notwithstanding any other inconsistent provision of law, this appropriation may not be disbursed prior to the commencement of Class III gaming at one Indian gaming facility pursuant to a tribal-state gaming compact authorized by section 12 of the executive law, as added by chapter 383 of the laws of 2001, following the final approval of such compact by the United States Secretary of the Interior and publication of such approval in the Federal Register. Notwithstanding any other inconsistent provision of law, none of the funds appropriated hereto, as delineated in the below project schedule, may be interchanged among project purposes. All or a portion of the funds appropriated hereby may be suballocated or transferred to any department, agency, or public authority (71E202A3) ... 300,000,000 ...... (re. $21,059,000)

Project Schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROJECT</th>
<th>AMOUNT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Centers of Excellence, and Empire Opportunity Fund</td>
<td>120,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen<em>NY</em>sis, Transportation Capital Projects, and the Community Capital Assistance Program</td>
<td>90,000,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This language, to which I object and do not approve, represents an unconstitutional alteration of a reappropriation contained in the Executive Budget submission because it changes the reappropriation amount by increasing its value. The Governor's disapproval of language on the basis of its unconstitutionality is not subject to override by the Legislature. See Silver v. Pataki, 4 N.Y.3d 75 (2004) (dismissing challenge by Speaker of the State Assembly to the Governor's disapproval of 55 unconstitutional items added by the Legislature to the 1998-99 budget); 1982 N.Y. Op. Att'y General 21 (recognizing that the Governor's disapproval of unconstitutional budget language "is not subject to override by the Legislature"). Even a vote by two-thirds of the members of both Houses of the State Legislature cannot transform unconstitutional budgetary language into a law that may be validly executed by responsible state officials. See City Council of N.Y. v. Bloomberg, 2006 N.Y. LEXIS 149 (2006) (upholding Mayor Bloomberg's refusal to execute invalid legislation enacted into law over his veto by the New York City Council). Therefore, the amount of the increase is vetoed, but the original amount of the item in the Executive Budget resubmission is retained.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2604—E, entitled:

CHAPTER 54
LINE VETO #197

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government
CAPITAL PROJECTS BUDGET”

Bill Page 662, Line 6 through Page 663 Line 8, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT - CAPITAL

" For services and expenses of the following purposes, pursuant to a memorandum of understanding to be executed by the governor, the temporary president of the senate and the speaker of the assembly: Centers of Excellence, as established pursuant to chapter 84 of the laws of 2002; the Empire Opportunity Fund, as established pursuant to chapter 84 of the laws of 2002; Gen*NY*sis, as established pursuant to chapter 84 of the laws of 2002; Rebuilding the Empire State Through Opportunities in Regional Economies (RESTORE) New York, as established pursuant to chapter 84 of the laws of 2002; for transportation capital projects in accordance with the provisions of subdivisions 3 and 4 of section 14-k of the transportation law, and sections 89-b and 89-c of the state finance law; and the Community Capital Assistance Program, as established pursuant to chapter 84 of the laws of 2002. No moneys of the state in the state treasury or any of its funds shall be available for payments pursuant to this appropriation. Funding for the purposes delineated in this appropriation shall be provided from the proceeds of bonds or notes issued pursuant to chapter 84 of the laws of 2002. Notwithstanding any other inconsistent provision of law, this appropriation may not be disbursed prior to the commencement of Class III gaming at two Indian gaming facilities pursuant to a tribal-state gaming compact authorized by section 12 of the executive law, as added by chapter 383 of the laws of 2001, following the final approval of such compact by the United States Secretary of the Interior and publication of such approval in the Federal Register. Notwithstanding any other inconsistent provision of law, none of the funds appropriated hereby may be suballocated or transferred to any department, agency, or public authority (71E302A3) ............................ 300,000,000 ................................. (re. $21,059,000)

Project Schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROJECT</th>
<th>AMOUNT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Centers of Excellence, and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empire Opportunity Fund</td>
<td>100,000,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen<em>NY</em>sis, Transportation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital Projects, and Community</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital Assistance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program</td>
<td>100,000,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This item passed by the Legislature, to which I object and do not approve, has already been fully expended. Accordingly, this item is disapproved.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2604--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 54
LINE VETO #198

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government
CAPITAL PROJECTS BUDGET"

Bill Page 664, Line 12 through Line 22, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

"The sum of $75,000,000 is hereby appropriated to the New York State economic development program (CCP) out of any moneys in the state treasury in the general fund to the credit of the capital projects fund, not otherwise appropriated, and made immediately available, for the purpose of economic development projects outside cities with a population of one million or more pursuant to a memorandum of understanding to be executed by the governor, the temporary president of the senate and the speaker of the assembly. All or portions of the funds appropriated hereby may be suballocated or transferred to any department, agency, or public authority (DP000509) ................... $75,000,000 .............................. (re. $74,615,000)"

This language, to which I object and do not approve, represents an unconstitutional alteration of a reappropriation contained in the Executive Budget submission because it changes the reappropriation amount by increasing its value. The Governor's disapproval of language on the basis of its unconstitutionality is not subject to override by the Legislature. See Silver v. Pataki, 4 N.Y.3d 75 (2004) (dismissing challenge by Speaker of the State Assembly to the Governor's disapproval of 55 unconstitutional items added by the Legislature to the 1998-99 budget); 1982 N.Y. Op. Att'y General 21 (recognizing that the Governor's disapproval of unconstitutional budget language "is not subject to override by the Legislature"). Even a vote by two-thirds of the members of both Houses of the State Legislature cannot transform unconstitutional budgetary language into a law that may be validly executed by responsible state officials. See City Council of N.Y. v. Bloomberg, 2006 N.Y. LEXIS 149 (2006) (upholding Mayor Bloomberg's refusal to execute invalid legislation enacted into law over his veto by the New York City Council). Therefore, the amount of the increase is vetoed, but the original amount of the item in the Executive Budget resubmission is retained.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2604--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 54
LINE VETO #199

"AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government
CAPITAL PROJECTS BUDGET"

Bill Page 664, Line 25 through Line 40, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

"The sum of three hundred forty-five million seven hundred fifty thousand dollars ($345,750,000), or so much thereof as may be necessary, is hereby appropriated to the New York state economic development program (CCP) out of any moneys in the state treasury in the general fund to the credit of the capital projects fund, not otherwise appropriated, and made immediately available, for the purpose of economic development projects outside cities with a population of one million or more pursuant to a memorandum of understanding to be executed by the governor, the temporary president of the senate and the speaker of the assembly, provided that the allocation made available to the governor, as authorized by paragraph one of the memorandum of understanding governing administration of the New York state economic development program, shall be reduced by $4,250,000 to $162,416,000. All or a portion of the funds appropriated hereby may be suballocated or transferred to any department, agency, or public authority (DP010409) ... 345,750,000 ..... (re. $ 89,079,000)"

This language, to which I object and do not approve, represents an unconstitutional alteration of a reappropriation contained in the Executive Budget submission because it changes the reappropriation amount by increasing its value. The Governor's disapproval of language on the basis of its unconstitutionality is not subject to override by the Legislature. See Silver v. Pataki, 4 N.Y.3d 75 (2004) (dismissing challenge by Speaker of the State Assembly to the Governor's disapproval of 55 unconstitutional items added by the Legislature to the 1998-99 budget); 1982 N.Y. Op. Att'y General 21 (recognizing that the Governor's disapproval of unconstitutional budget language "is not subject to override by the Legislature"). Even a vote by two-thirds of the members of both Houses of the State Legislature cannot transform unconstitutional budgetary language into a law that may be validly executed by responsible state officials. See City Council of N.Y. v. Bloomberg, 2006 N.Y. LEXIS 149 (2006) (upholding Mayor Bloomberg's refusal to execute invalid legislation enacted into law over his veto by the New York City Council). Therefore, the amount of the increase is vetoed, but the original amount of the item in the Executive Budget resubmission is retained.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2604--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 54
LINE VETO #200

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government CAPITAL PROJECTS BUDGET”

Bill Page 665, Line 12 through Line 21, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

HIGH TECHNOLOGY AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

“For services and expenses of the New York state technology and development program pursuant to a memorandum of understanding to be executed by the governor, the temporary president of the senate, and the speaker of the assembly, provided that the allocation made available to the governor, as authorized by paragraphs one and three of the memorandum of understanding governing administration of the New York state technology and development program, shall be reduced by $1,000,000 to $93,054,000. All or a portion of the funds appropriated hereby may be suballocated to any department, agency, or public authority (TD0000RD) ... 249,000,000 ..... (re. $110,920,000)”

This language, to which I object and do not approve, represents an unconstitutional alteration of a reappropriation contained in the Executive Budget submission because it changes the reappropriation amount by increasing its value. The Governor's disapproval of language on the basis of its unconstitutionality is not subject to override by the Legislature. See Silver v. Pataki, 4 N.Y.3d 75 (2004) (dismissing challenge by Speaker of the State Assembly to the Governor's disapproval of 55 unconstitutional items added by the Legislature to the 1998-99 budget); 1982 N.Y. Op. Att'y General 21 (recognizing that the Governor's disapproval of unconstitutional budget language “is not subject to override by the Legislature”). Even a vote by two-thirds of the members of both Houses of the State Legislature cannot transform unconstitutional budgetary language into a law that may be validly executed by responsible state officials. See City Council of N.Y. v. Bloomberg, 2006 N.Y. LEXIS 149 (2006) (upholding Mayor Bloomberg's refusal to execute invalid legislation enacted into law over his veto by the New York City Council). Therefore, the amount of the increase is vetoed, but the original amount of the item in the Executive Budget resubmission is retained.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2604--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 54

LINE VETO #201

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government
CAPITAL PROJECTS BUDGET”

Bill Page 668, Line 12 through Line 21, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

REGIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

“For services and expenses of the regional economic development program pursuant to a memorandum of understanding to be executed by the governor, the temporary president of the senate, and the speaker of the assembly, provided that the allocation made available to the governor, as authorized by paragraph one of the memorandum of understanding governing administration of the regional economic development program, shall be reduced by $250,000 to $42,610,000. All or a portion of the funds appropriated hereby may be suballocated to any department, agency, or public authority (ED0005RE) .................. 89,750,000 ............................ (re. $35,841,000)”

This language, to which I object and do not approve, represents an unconstitutional alteration of a reappropriation contained in the Executive Budget submission because it changes the reappropriation amount by increasing its value. The Governor's disapproval of language on the basis of its unconstitutionality is not subject to override by the Legislature. See Silver v. Pataki, 4 N.Y.3d 75 (2004) (dismissing challenge by Speaker of the State Assembly to the Governor's disapproval of 55 unconstitutional items added by the Legislature to the 1998-99 budget); 1982 N.Y. Op. Att'y General 21 (recognizing that the Governor's disapproval of unconstitutional budget language “is not subject to override by the Legislature”). Even a vote by two-thirds of the members of both Houses of the State Legislature cannot transform unconstitutional budgetary language into a law that may be validly executed by responsible state officials. See City Council of N.Y. v. Bloomberg, 2006 N.Y. LEXIS 149 (2006) (upholding Mayor Bloomberg's refusal to execute invalid legislation enacted into law over his veto by the New York City Council). Therefore, the amount of the increase is vetoed, but the original amount of the item in the Executive Budget resubmission is retained.
TO THE SENATE:

I hereby transmit pursuant to the provisions of section 7 of Article IV and section 4 of Article VII of the Constitution, a statement of items to which I object and which I do not approve, contained in Senate Bill Number 2604--E, entitled:

CHAPTER 54

LINE VETO #202

“AN ACT making appropriations for the support of government
CAPITAL PROJECTS BUDGET”

Bill Page 671, Line 12 through Line 39, inclusive

NOT APPROVED

STRATEGIC INVESTMENT PROGRAM

The sum of $215,650,000 is hereby appropriated for environmental projects, including the preservation of historically significant places in New York state, and projects to conserve, acquire, develop or improve parklands, parks or public recreation areas; economic development projects which will facilitate the creation or retention of jobs or increase business activity within a municipality or region of the state; higher education projects; projects to establish new or rehabilitate existing business incubator facilities to accommodate emerging or small high technology companies; arts or cultural projects, provided that the allocation made available to the Governor as authorized by paragraph one of the memorandum of understanding governing administration of the strategic investment program, shall be reduced by $9,350,000 to $65,650,000. Individual projects funded from this appropriation shall be for $250,000 or more and funds appropriated hereby may be suballocated to any department, agency, or public authority (71SI00SI) ..................
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unconstitutional budgetary language into a law that may be validly executed by responsible state officials. See City Council of N.Y. v. Bloomberg, 2006 N.Y. LEXIS 149 (2006) (upholding Mayor Bloomberg’s refusal to execute invalid legislation enacted into law over his veto by the New York City Council). Therefore, the amount of the increase is vetoed, but the original amount of the item in the Executive Budget resubmission is retained.